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Ford gets cordial greeting

Mao talks called 'significant'
PEKING (AP> - President Ford met
with Chairman Mao Tse-tung for one
hour and 50 minutes yesterday, nearly
twice as long as the Chinese leader met
with then President Richard Nixon in
1972.
A brief communique issued several
hours later said they had had "earnest
and
significant
discussions . . .on
wide-ranging issues in a friendly
atmosphere."
The meeting was held in the official
residence of the SI year-old founder
of
the
People's
Republic
in
Chungnanhai Park, near the Forbidden
City
THE
MAO
session
forced
postponement of a planned afternoon
meeting between Henry Kissinger and

Chinese
Foreign
Minister
Chiao
Kuan-hua. It was rescheduled for
11:30 p.m. after the Ford parly had
attended a ballet performance.
Mao will be 82 on Dec. 2b and
reportedly has speech difficulties, but
he has seen a succession of state
visitors in recent month*,
Kissinger, who also had a long
interview with him in October, said Ins
mind was clear and his grasp of foreign
affairs remarkable.
The phraseology of the statement
issued by the Chinese government
suggested that the discussions were
more than usually cordial No details
were given either by the White Mouse
staff or the Chinese beyond the
written statement

A participant in the meeting said
Mao escorted the Ford party lo the
door after the talks were finished. The
President said later he thought this was
an unusual gesture by Mao. hut
Peking-based correspondents said it
was Mao's normal practice.
FORD. WHO began his live-day visit
to China on Monday, met foi two
hours Tuesday morning with Teng
Hsiao-ping, and the White House
reported "a constructive exchange of
views on a wide range of international
issues."
The official Soviet news agency Tass
castigated Teng on Tuesday for what it
called the "vicious attacks" he nude in
his toast at a banquet honoring Ford
Monday night. Tass quoted Ford

without comment as saying that the
United States would work to lessen
dangers and would probe new
opportunities for peace.
Warning the United States of the
danger of detente with the Soviet
Union as "the country winch most
zealously pi caches peace but is the
most dnagcrous source of war."
Tass
quoted
unnamed
U.S.
journalists accompanying Ford as
saying that the Chinese speech "was so
airogant and so hostile to the policy of
lelaxation of tension . . ." ih.it the
President had considered making "a
more resolute reply" in his own
speech.
Ford read Teng's toast an hour in
advance hut did not make a toast of
his own.

Ruling questions faculty tenure
By Renee Murawski
Staff Reporter
A July decision by the Ohio
Supreme Court has called faculty
tenure into question at every state
supported university, according to
American Association of University
Profesors (AAUP) local President
Martha tckman. asislant professor of
English
Two musicians embrace and sing in "Rock I: Pop Series." a cold
solder sculpture by Otto Ocvirk. The artwork is on display at the
faculty art exhibit in the Fine Arts Building. (Newsphoto by Dan
Feicht)

In its ruling on the Charles Rchor
case, the court stated that "tenure
does not vest a faculty member with
the
right
to
continued
ieappointment...and we so hold."
The case involved whether Dr.

Charles Rehor, a tenured professor of
English, could he foreced to retire
from the faculty of Case Western
University.
I (KM AN SAID that if the decision
is taken literally by the administrators
of Ohio universities, "it would be a
real blow to every faculty membei m
the state."
According
to
Ecknian.
the
immediate effects on the University
are uncertain and there is a need foi
clarification of what the tilling implies.
"We know what all our tenure
statements are. because they are
spelled out in the Faculty Charter. But
the charter was approved before the

Meal coupon history explained
Editor's note The following is the
second of a three-part series on the
University Food Service.
By Margaret Bongey
Food coupons. The words arc part
of the everyday vocabulary of today's
University student.
Yet five years ago. the mention of
these words would have produced
blank looks on the faces of students at
this and most other universities. In
those days, the daily routine of dining
was more simple that it is today.
Students did not have to juggle the
pricing of a la carte items, ponder over
how much they could afford to eat at
each meal or watch over coupon books
and those 10 and 25 cent stubs.
PRIOR TO 1971. one of a student's
most essential possessions was
an
identification meal ticket. He did not
consider how much he had to spend,
but rather how hungry he was and
how much he could eat.
Spiraling inflationary prices which
hit Food Service in 1971 initiated the
drastic change from an unlimited

seconds program to the present food
coupon system.
According to an anicle in the
(Toledo) Blade, the University was the
first public university to operate its
dining halls like commercial cafeterias.
When it became clear that a
continuation of the meal ticket plan
would have increased the boaid rate
S25-S30, Food Service opted for a
consumption based program while
holding board costs at SI60a quarter.
"As we looked at the program, it
was fairly obvious to us that it would
solve the problem." said A. Inghram
Milliron.
director
of
Residence
Auxiliary Services.
A WIDE variety of plans were
discussed in spring 1970. Suggestions
included systems allowing students to
pay for each meal consumed or signing
up only for the meals desired, but the
coupon system was adopted. The plan
was presented to the Board of Trustees
March 1971 meeting by University
President Hollis Moore Jr.
Student opinion of the University's
new meal policy was as varied as the
new cafeteria menus. The News
received letters to the editor from light
eaters who praised the new program

because they no longer had to bear the
cost of heavy caters.
However, harsh criticisms of high
prices and "starvation" diets were
leveled
by persons with
larger
appetites.
"The Food Service department feels
that one distinct advantage of this
program is that it is oriented to
individual student differences in
consumption
tastes."
stated
a
memorandum
sent
to
incoming
freshmen by Food Services.
"The big plus of the whole thing is
that this process allows Food Service
to have flexibility and do many things
that would not be a possibility in
another system." Milliron said.
AN EXPANDED menu was offered
with options for special diets and
expensive items. Rather than the
selection of two or three entrees with
the seconds program, students now
could choose from at least five entrees

and later, the addition of of hot and
cold sandwich lines. Meals were not
prepared as far in advance.
Serving hours were doubled and
students had the choice of eating in
any dining hall on campus, including
snack bars, with coupons. In previous
years, students were forced to eat in
assigned cafeterias.
In an age of ecology, the reduction
of waste by 80 per cent was an
important
factor.
According
to
Milliron. this was a direct result of a
change in student attitude from "I
paid for it, I'll take it." to "If I don't
waste it. I can have steak."
The new system eliminated many
problems of pilferage, a thorn in the side
of seconds program, Milliron said. No
longer could students who did not pay
board enter the rear door of a dining
hall, pick up a dirty plate and enter
the serving line requesting seconds.
• To page seven

Ecknian said that the University
faculty has been advised by the Ohio
AAUP to include a statement
concerning tenure in all faculty

ECKMAN EXPLAINED that funds
are in short supply for lughei
education in Ohio and universities
until now could not economize bj
releasing any tenured faculty member.
According to
Ecknian. tenure
permits faculty member! lo freely and
openly
disagree
with
the
administration without fear of losing
their positions.

contract!.

"Without tenure, we could sec the
administration firing people foi pool
reasons," she said.

Ecknian said that she knows of no
I'thei stale courts who have made
similar rulings, but
there is a
possibility of a snowball effect.
"The AAUP is afraid that the Rehor
decision will be used ai ■ precedent m
CSSei in other states." she said.
Di. Philip Jastram. an officer of the
slate conference of AAUP chapters in
Ohio, will discuss |he Rehor case and
its implications fur tenure at Ohio
universities at 7 30 p.m. tomorrow in
the Rivei Room. Union.

Health Center administrator
Roper dies of heart attack
Health
Centei
Administrator
Robert Roper was pronounced dead
on arrival at Wood County Hospital
Monday morning aflei suffering a
heart attack.
Roper, 57. of 521 W. Poe Rd..
first was employed at the University
in 1954 as the bursar. In 1967, he
became business manager of the
Health Center. The title was later
changed to administrator.
Before coming lo the University.
Ropci had been an office manager
for Bellman. Gillctt and Richards, an
architectural/engineering
firm
in
Toledo.
During World War II. Roper served
for five years, was wounded in action
and discharged with the rank of
captain.

ROPER

is

a

former

city

councilman and city treasurer. He
WH in elder in the Firsl Piesbyterian
Church, a member of the Bowling
Green Masonic Lodge jnd the
Exchange Club, and ihe Bowling

Green High School Athletic Boosters
Club.
Bom m Toledo Oct. 25. 1918.
Roper moved to Bowling Green in
1940 and married Gayle Boosembark
in 1941 He was graduated from the
University in 1948
He is survived by his wife; six
children,
Michael,
Kevin.
Christopher,
Shane.
Todd and
Maridy; a brother. John; a sister.
Eunice White and two grandchildren.
A memorial service will be held at
4
p.m.
today
at
the
First
Presbyterian Church, 126 S. Church
St.

Architect to plan recreation center
By Cindy Smercina
Stall Reporter
The wheels are in motion for the
construction of a new student

recreation center slated for completion
in August, 1977.
Approval of the center's program
statement by the University Board of
Trustees and the Board of Regents
early last month paved the way for the
selection Nov. 21 of an architect for
the complex.
Thomas T.K. Zung and Associates
of Cleveland was selected from five
architects suggested by the state
architect's office.
A NINE-MEMBER
interviewing
committee composed of faculty, staff,
students and a representative from the
Boaid of Trustees made the selection.
"From all the information we got,
we decided Zung was the man for the
project," Dennis Bottonari, student
representative to the Board of Trustees
and member of the interviewing
committee, said yesterday.
"Zung is really concerned with this
building and how it will function." he
continued.

Upwind

Rchor decision and we don't know
what influence the case will have on
the legality of the charter," she Mid,

Two University students discover the difficulty of
chilling December winds. (Newsphoto by Lance Wynn)

a bicycle into the

The architect will visit campus
tomorrow and Friday to "get the feel
of the campus," meet with students
and determine what type of building
would be most practical, according to
Bottonari.
The $8.4 million center is planned
for Sterling Farm land east of the
Health Center. It will contain indoor
recreation facilities such as swimming
pools, an indoor track, basketball and

tennis courts and specialized areas for
activities such as dance and combative
arts.
FUNDS
FOR
the
center's
construction and operation will come
from an incresse in student general
and
facility fees. The increase,
predicted to be about $2S a quarter,
will take effect when the center opens.
A committee of students, faculty
and staff prepared a detailed program
statement for Ihe facility last summer.
Later this month a feasibility study
of the type of building needed will be
completed and preliminary plans
should be ready late this month or
early January, Bottonari said.
Final approval
of the project
requires one more step, Bottonari
explained. "There's only one more
step - approval to allocate funds. Once
we get a price tag and formal plans it
must go before the trustees again.
"Really, with the response we've
been getting I can't sec it getting
bogged down. We will try to design a
building that will be approved." he
continued.
THE CONCEPT of a new indoor
recreation facility has received support
from
the
administration
and
unanimously was approved by the
Board of Trustees Nov. 6.
The architect's fee of about
$450,000 is 5.28 per cent of the total
construction costs.

Students will be able to meet with
the project architect and discuss their
views while he is on campus tomorrow
and Friday.
Tomorrow's schedule includes a
slide show at 9 a.m. in the Alumni
Room, Union, a general discussion at
10 a.m. in the Alumni Room,
luncheon at 11:45 a.m. in Kreischer
cafeteria and a discussion at 8:30 p.m.
at the Northgate Satellite Bar 1095 N.
Main St.
On Friday, students can meet with
Zung at a 10 a.m. slide show in the
Commuter Center. Moseley Hall at
12:15 p.m. luncheon in McDonald
cafeteria and a general discussion at 3
p.m. in 110 Business Administration
Bldg.
All discussions are open to faculty,
staff and students.

Weather
Partly doudy today with a
chance of snow flurries, high in
the low to mid 30s. Partly cloudy
tonight
and tomorrow, low
tonight in the 20s. High tomorrow
in the 40s. Probability of
precipitation 40 per cent today
and 20 per cent tonight.
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epiTgRiaLS
revised schedule
presents problems
With only a few days of fall quarter classes left, a change in the
upcoming final exam schedule recently was announced. Complaints
from students are warranted considering the complications that the
revised test schedule now presents.
The explanation accompanying the revised final exam scnedule for
fall quarter stated that due to numerous conflicts, the final exam for
classes meeting at 8 a.m. Wednesday has been changed from 10:'5
a.m.-l 2:15 p.m. on Tuesday to 10:15 a.m.-l 2:15 p.m. on Friday.
Students who arranged for Christmas jobs during the Thanksgiving
recess and are affected by the change in the exam schedule now must
go to the trouble of notifying their employers of later arrival and lose
up to three days of work.
Students from out-of-state who depend on air travel to get home
for the holidays must change flight reservations, chancing delays due
to the late date.
Those who made plans for rides from specific drivers now must
cancel and search for other, possibly more crowded, rides at the
later date.
There is no question that there is a good reason for the change in
the exam schedule, probably to accommodate those students who
have conflicting exams or several finals In one day. But why did the
University wait so long to announce the change? The result is
additional problems for the students.
Didn't administrators realize the need for the change sooner'.'
Hopefully, those in charge of scheduling finals will take these
issues into consideration when making up the winter quarter exam
schedule and not spring inconvenient, last-minute changes on the
students.

world's best assassin
WASHINGTON--!
asked
Hugh
McDonald how we were supposed to
know he wasn't just loomed out.
The press release on his book about
JFK's murder said he was Chief ol
Detectives in the Los Angeles County
Sheriffs Department when,he retired,
that he'd been a part-time spook for
the CIA for 20 years, that he'd written
three textbooks used in police
academies, but even If it is true, he
could still be loonicd out.
According to his bio. McDonald has
been a cop or a spook for 33 of his last
62 years, an experience that ought to
cause irreversible damage to anybody's
cerebral cortex.
Moreover, who's he got to vouch for
his sanity'.' Other cops. He doesn't
look like a nutcake. or at least he
doesn't look like what we used to
think nutcakes look like. The hair is
short, the suit is pressed, the shoes arc
shincd. the socks arc while and the
general manner is one of an amiable,
college-educated flatfoot.
THE ONLY TROUBLE is he says
he's had high tea in London with the
man who murdered John Kennedy and
the guy's name wasn't lx*e Harvey
Oswald.
"I can go to any city in the tree
world, call the chief of police and he'll
send his car. I'm not about to sacrifice
my reputation on a harebrain thing."
he says.

Nicholas
von Hoffman

Who knows? It turns out the biggest
harebrain thing that's cost one Chief
Justice of the United States and
countless lawyers their reputations is
the Warren Commission Report.
These days we've learned the mote
piopcr the credentials, the more
imposing
the
title,
the
more
responsible the story, the better the
chance the guy's lying. The most
compelling part of McDonald's story is
that it's so fantastic.
Briefly, he says that one day he was
in the office of his CIA "mentor," a
certain
Herman
Kimsey.
now
deceased, when a third man came in
the room, kicking up a fuss about
something or other. When the man
left, this Mr. Kimsey told McDonald
(he chap in question was the world's
best assassin.
SOMETIME LATER, after the
murder, McDonald says that he saw a
picture of the man Kimsey had called
the best assassin in the world in the
Warren Report.

So McDonald says he went to
Kimsey with some questions. Kimsey.
who McDonald avers was the CIA's
Chief of Analysis and Research, says
okay, he'll tell him the story but will
deny everything if McDonald repeats
it.
According to McDonald. Kimsey
then said Kennedy wasn't killed by a
gunman in the Texas Book Depository
but by a rifleman, our Mr. X. the
world's greatest assassin, shooting dead
ahead from the railroad tracks.
McDonald also says he was told how
he could find Mr. X. which our sleuth
set out to do.
He found him in a London hotel,
and while our putative killer was loath
to give his name he said yes, I did it.
did it with me own little bow and
arrow for 50 grand, which even by
1963 prices doesn't seem like a terrible
lot of money.
X. who McDonald says had a kind
of I "ki.iiii.in accent, said he was hired
in Guatemala at a CIA staging camp
for some kind of monkeyshines by a
fellow named "Troit." This Troit is
only identified as an American and an
"industrial saboteur."
AND IF YOU think that's screwy.
McDonald says, "Now we have
information that Stanton was involved
in the Lincoln asassination."

He also says. "I don't say the CIA,
officially ordered the assassination ot
Kennedy," but somebody in that
organization was in on it. Maybe he
was a rogue, but somebody in that
agency had to do it, and I don't rule'
out the Agency."
Given the Agency's record on tryinj
to hit Castro, it would be logical l<
exclude it as a suspect. On the othei
hand you could argue that even a CIA
agent will hit a head of state if he
shoots often enough.
For whatever it adds to McDonald'
believability. he was Barry Goldwater's
chief of security in l964--Goldwater's
office confirms it-but that matters less
than getting somebody to snap out of
his
lethargy
and
reopen
the
investigation.
The same goes for the assassination
of Martin Luther King. It is ridiculous
to rest that case on an investigation
conducted by an agency that was
trying to drive the victim to commit
suicide.
Nobody
believes
the
official
explanations for these murders and the
longer a competent and cicdiblc
investigation is delayed the more
people think it was our government
that did it. If it turns out that Lincoln
shot Kennedy, it's better than not
knowing.
Copyright. 1975. The Washington
Post-King Features Syndicate

ford's china trip

requisite for peace
WASHINGTON-Presidcnt
Ford's
fortune cookies did not exactly wish
him bon voyage on his departure for
China last weekend. "Beware of long
journeys," his messages warned. "He
who enters open door may still stub
toe."
Despite such remonstrances from
political advisers, Mr. Ford has decided
his Peking trip is essential lor foreign
policy reasons even (hough it is
urttfkely to help him with his l97o
election campaign. There arc some
things, he has reminded associates.
that a president simply must do.
Such certainly would seem to be the
case regarding the visit to ihc People's
Republic of China
Leaving the
country again, even for a bnel period.
rubs with Mr Ford's decision to cut
back on his travels and to devote mote
time to the White House work.
The nation's economy, the phglil of
New York City, the energy policy
deadlock and a desk full of Othei
domestic matters cry for hit attention.
UNUKE
RICHARD
Nixon's
dramatic entry into a closed Chinese
society in 1972, the Ford visit is not
likely to break any new ground oi
signal any radical shift in American
foreign policy.
To achieve thai. Mi Ford will have
to agree to break U.S. diplomatic ties
with
the
Nationalist
Chinese
government on Taiwan and thus honoi
the Nixon commitment in the 1972
Shanghai communique to move the
U.S. along the COOIM of full
normalization
of relations with
Peking-meaning formal diplomatic
recognition.
But Mt. Ford, Secretary of Slate
Kissinger and even the Chinese leaders
have made it plain in advance thai this
will not occur.
Moreover. Mr. Ford risks some
political fallout among voters already
edgy about the benefits of d-tente
with the Soviet Union.
Photographs and television footage
showing the president toasting the
health of Chinese Communist leaders
aren't likely to allay suspicions of
those who fear he already is loo much
under the influence of Dr Kissinger
YET, IT SEEMS to me. Mr Foid is
correct in determining that the trip to
China is a necessity, even though the
basic reason is a negative one. Not
going would have been a serious blow
to American relations with China at a
very
delicate
juncture
in
the
Washington-Moscow-Peking triangle.
The Chinese already are perturbed
about Washington's seeming priority

Last hut equally significant, watch
for announcement! of any increases in
the
level of cultural exchanges
between the U.S. and China, any new
trade agreements or any movement
toward solving Ihe problem of assets
that have been frozen since the
Chinese Nationalists were expelled
from Ihe Mainland in 1949.
on gelling along with the Russians'"
In speeches and press accounts.
Peking repeatedly has warned the U.S.
and Western European countries to
guard against Soviet duplicity During
lus advance trip to China .. few weeks
ago. Kissinger was publicly lectured
about the risks of detente with
Moscow.
In ways bolder than heretofore, the
Chinese regime is signalling its own
sense of loneliness.
What Mao Tse-tungand thou En-lai
feat molt, it would seem, is a Soviet
Union
so
coinfoitable
in
its
relationship! with the West that it
could devote priority attention to
making trouble for China along theii
mutual
borders and to the
undermining of Chinese influence in
the Far Fast. The Chinese believe the
U.S. should have an Interest in
preventing that. loo.
CONSEQUENTLY, THERE aie. ai
leasl three things worth watching
during Mi Ford's visit to Peking. One
will be the public tone of the dialogue
that ensues between the president and
his Chinese hosts Will detente with
ihe Soviets' come up and. it so. harshly
or mildly? If the rhetoric is harsh, read
it as a sign that Peking has not been
reasured that it has nothing to wotry
about.
Secondly, nole the presence oi
absence of Teng Hsiao-ping during the
president's trip. If the 71 year-old vice
piemier is the tanking Chinese official
and ihe most prominent of the
president's hosts, it could mean that
Teng has been fully rehabilitated after
a long peiiod of disgrace and is most
likely to head up the collective
leadership of China after the deaths of
82-year-old Mao and ailing 77-year-old
Chou.
The power struggle in China is one
of the most fascinating anywhere in
the world. With his Important posts m
the Chinese Communist pans, the
government
and
the
People's
Liberation Army. Teng is in key
petition 10 boss the countr) and
Influence its fotcign and domestic
policies.

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters to Ihe editor and opinion columns
Letters may comment on any other letter, column or editorial
Letters should be a maximum ol 300 words, typewritten We ask that
columns be no more than four typed pages triple-spaced
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these
limits, with respect to the laws of libel and proper taste
Letters and columns must include the author s name, address and
phone number, and may be mailed to Ihe Editor. coThe BG News. 108
University fall.

In the scheme of sunuiii|ry. such
things admittedly are less f)iafl
earth-shaking. Bui Iq Mi Ford, at
lent, they
constitute movement
towards peaceful cooperation and
away front confrontation and conflict.
Copyright, 1975, Universal
PrettSyndicate Detroit News
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ER. IT'S SUPPOSED ID SUCK YOUR BRMNS OUT, AND THEN
I TAKE THEM BACK ID WASHINGTON,AND...'

Lerrers
deplore resolution
This Idler is to slate that we. on
behalf of the Jewish Students Group
of Bowling Green, deplore the recent
resolution of the United Nations
General Assembly branding Zionism as
a form of racism.
The
integrity
of the
Jewish
homeland In Israel was guaranteed by
thai body in 1948. As a movement,
then. Zionism is no different than any
Othei movement of national integrity.
Furthermore, we believe that since
Israel is the only functional democracy
in the Middle Fast, it is fairer and
more generous in its policies than an)
of its neighbors.
To argue otherwise is to ignore
reason and history. The United
Nations resolution thus is particularly
appalling to us as Jews, directed as it is
against a people who have suffered so
much from racist oppression and
brutality.
We urge all people of good
conscience to condemn the U.N.
General
Assembly's
irresponsible
action
David Weinbeig
Histoiy Dept.
David Slievm
Rayna Alsberg
Mark Stein

a funny thing
happened
I remember seeing a movie comedy
called. "A funny thing happened to
me on the way to the forum." On
October 21. 1975. a similar play was a
tragedy for Ohio public employes and
teachers.
Earlier this year Governor Rhodes
vetoed Senate Bill 70. a collective
bargaining bill for public employes and
teachers. However, this seemed of
little consequence since Senate Bill 70.
the comprehensive bargaining bill was the subject of intensive work by both
houses and heavily ammended and
strongly approved by both the Senate
and the House.

Yet an interesting thing happened
to all the Republican representative!
on the way to the forum, for not even
one single Republican voted for the
bill. The reason: narrow minded.
senseless, politicizing!
The Republicans, even those who
campaigned lasl year for public
employe bargaining rights, including
the right to strike, were forced by
their caucus, party leadership and the
Governor, to violate their own beliefs,
principals and Commitment! to their
own constituents by voting against
Senate Bill 70.
An interesting iid bit is.th.n Charles
Kurfcs of Bowling Green, whose
voting district cmcompasscs Bowling
Green State University, also voted
against the bill. Bowling Green State
University is one of the largest teacher
factories in the U.S.. graduating mote
certified teachers than most other
colleges.
There seems to be a serious
dichotomy beiwccn a legislator who
seemingly represents his constituents
and then votes adverselyjust to please
his political patty to a bill that would
have benefited a great majority of the
people.
Bui. please don't be shocked about
hearing this news. Way back in 1968
when the Senate killed Senate Bill 30.
the school employe negotiations bill.
Senators Ocasek and Powell were
quoted as predicting that teacher
strikes would occur without bargaining
procedures.
Seven years and 138 school strikes
later . . .Ohio is still without a
bargaining law. Yet. who really suffers
for all this politicizing? Well, the
teachers may lose a little money but
the real innocent victims of this little
game are the school children. The
teachers' money can be replaced but
the knowledge that the kids miss from
their school being on strike probably
can not ever be replaced.
So. history has repeated itself again
for it always seems that the innocent
ones are injured in a power struggle of
the powerful.
Dick Parrish
SGA Coordinator of State
and Community Affairs

vegetarians
questioned
The letter from the vegetarians was
filled with error, but amusing. I want
to consider some specific, and then
general problems.
Female hormones are not given to
all animals that provide us with ine.it
Sodium nitrate is not added to all
meal. Check the Oscar Meyer products
for the absence of sodium nitrate.
Female
vegetarians
have
higher
concentrations of DDT in theii milk.
The point of nursing the baby is to
give it immunity not poison it. Is the
difference in heartbeat due to diet of
life style? I would suspect vegetarians
get more exercise, and such things as
this could account for differences.
Regarding grain fed cattle, there is
one horrible possibility. Some societies
regard children as the only wealth. By
giving them 32 times as much fruit
(did you mean grain?) we will have 32
times as many near starving people.
And then if there is a fruit (grain?)
blight...?
Regarding grain waste, it is next to
impossible to grow grain in the deserts
of Wyoming. Nevada. Utah. New
Mexico and Texas. By raising cattle
there, we are getting something out of
land
that
would otherwise be
unproductive.
BUT TO GET on to the meat of the
problem! In his book The Identity of
Man, Bronowski noted that this
reverence for life is "...something of a
philosophers' fraud."
There is really a continuous line
from minerals to plants to man. The
problem for all of us is where do we
arbitrarily draw the line. The extremes
at both ends lead to absurd results. So
does the line in the midle.
In India people carry rags to strainbugs out of drinking water. But what
of the hapless bug small enough to slip
through? It must die a slow, horrible
death in the stomach. What ethical
problems these vegetarians must have!
Is it wicked to eat a fertilized egg?
Virtuous to eat an unfertilized one?
How can one tell?

The position of Ihe strict carnivore
seems just as unreasonable. I have been .
told that gorillas must eat 300 pounds
of bananas a day because they do not,
eat meal. If they did. then one
McDonald's hamburger would suffice
Taking a middle of the road
'i

position does not guarantee that one is
doing the right thing ei'licr. Today
the middle position is that one should
cat both meat and vegetables.
,
Years ago the moderate point of
view was that we should bum some ,
witches, bui nol too many. I do not
think that the vegetanan. carnivore or |
omnivore must necessarily be correct.
Perhaps we should give up eating
and take up drinking.

(

Winston Crausaz
Dept. of Philosophy
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Revenue sharing fate uncertain
MIAMI
BEACH
(AP) - The nation's city
officials and the White
House
are
increasingly
worried that Congress may
not renew the federal
revenue-sharing
program.
This new concern has been
demonstrated
at
the
National League of Cities,
annual convention that
began here last weekend.

James I .ilk. associate
director of the White House
Domestic Council and the
administration's
chief
lobbyist at the convention,
said in an interview. "I am
not immediately optimistic
and I am more concerned
than I was five months ago
about the ultimate fate of
the program."
THE NEARLY 3.000

city
officials
at
the
convention heard the league
president. Mayor Carlos
Romero Barcelo of San
Juan, PR., warn. "We
cannot possibly risk that
any laxness or irresolution
on our part may allow the
critics of this essential
program to score a "victory"
by defeating general revenue
sharing."
And Rep. Norman Mineta
(D-Calif.). former mayor of
San Jose, Calif., and now
chairman of the freshmen
Democrats in the House,
told them there is a '"very
real possibility that without

local briefs
Parking
Lot 14. next to the University Library, is reserved for
Falcon Club members during all home basketball games
and will be closed to all but working library personnel.
There will be a $1 charge for game parking in Lot 1.
behind the Health Center. Commuter students with
parking stickers will not be charged.

Band album
Anyone wishing lo purchase a Falcon Marching Band
Album must fill out an order form before Dec. 12.
Forms can be obtained at the Commuter Center.
Moseley Hall, the band office. Musical Arts Bldg.
dormitories or by calling 372-2991. Price of the album
is S4.

substantial efforts on your
part,
the
general
revenue-sharing
program
will not be continued."
The league's board of
directors sent a telegram
Saturday to Rep. L.H.
Fountain
(D-N.C),
chairman of the House
intergovernmental relations
subcommittee, which has
held hearings on a renewal
of the measure, and urged
prompt
approval
of
President Ford's proposal to
extend revenue sharing for
5-M years at a cost of $39.8
billion.
Fountain has said he

A lecture in the University's Economic Colloquium
Series is set for 1:30 p.m. today in 116 Business
Administration Bldg.
Dr. Sripati Chandrasekhar. former minister of health
and family planning with the government of India, will
speak on "India's Planned Economic Development."The
lecture is free and open to the public.

SGA meeting
Student Government Association meeting is set
jht in the Taft Room. Union.

Biology display
A display of biology illustrations is set up in the main
foyer of the Fine Arts Building.
The display, which will continue through Jan. 15. has
been scl up to give students an idea of what the
biological. illustration field involves. The works on
display have been done by Pat Dailey. a graduate student
in biology.
Persons with questions about biological or scientific
illustration can contact Dailey at the biology department
(372-2333) oiat his home (352-}Mf):

YOU DO THE FLYING

EVERYONE it invited to uat our axpart airiinM rtJMrvations
and tickatmg tarvioa. Our professional airllna ipaoaluts will
handta your calls or offica visits quickly and courteously.
And you won't pay one penny more for your (light our
services to you are FREE. We'll be happy to tan* you I

Service* Available to Everyone

<@>

WOOD COUNTY
AUTO CLUB
414 E. WOOSTER, B.G.

MON
12/8

7:48 ..m. to
9 45 a.m.

Student Assembly (SA)
Monday night announced
plans to
survey student
opinion concerning various
proposals for the academic
calendar for the 1977-78
school year.
Acting SA Chairman
Kimberly Vivolo said the

survey will be designed by
assembly
members and
circulated
by
Student
Government
Association
(SGA)
Elections
and
Opinions Board.
It will determine student
opinion on different quarter
system plans and also will

get dental training
PHILADELPHIA (API The University of Pennsylvania
has launched a program to train mentally retarded young
adults to assist dentists in preparing patients, developing
X-rays. sterilizing instruments and maintaining equipment.
The program, billed as the first of its kind, "is a badly
needed manpower force for ihc dental profession and
gainful opportunity for the development of such disabled
people." said Di. Walter Cohen, dean of Pcnn's School of
Dental Medicine.
Dr. Patricia Cormier. project director, said "it offers
possibilities for people who have been denied opportunity
in this area up until this lime."
Six young women, aged 20 to 24. who never reached
junior high school, are in the first class foi dental assislanl
aids that began this week.
All were selected with the help of the Flwyn Institute, a
will-known rehabilitation center for the mentally retarded.

Classifieds get results!

TUES
12/9

WED
12/10

THURS
12/11

FRI
12/12

8 M

9 M
10 M

U T

11 M

t W

IBA 1021
10:16 a.m. to

8 T

10 T

3M

12 M

to w

12:15 p.m.

12:46 p.m. to
2:46 p.m.

3:16 p.m, to

4 M

6:16 p.m.

4 T

2 M

• T
11 T

1 M

2 T

1 H

2 W

1 T

3 T

1 W
6:30 Si 6 p.m

7:46 p.m.

8:00 p.m. to

seek student views on
possible semester calendar
plans, site explained.

10:00 p.m.

6 00 p.m. to

The survey will be
devised by late next quarter.
Vivolo said, and will be
circulated then or during
spring quarter.
The assembly considered
plans to create four-man
nucleus, which would act as
the governing body for
Student Assembly. Vivolo
said that this steering
committee
method
of
government
would
be
superior to the traditional
method of electing officers
because it would remove the
burden of administering SA
policies from one person.
VIVOLO
ALSO
encouraged
assembly
members present to run for
SGA offices. She said thai
SA can play an important
part in endorsement of SGA
candidates and can provide
a vital communication link
to students.
She added that since SA
represents so many facets of
student
life, candidates
from the assembly could
put an end lo fraternity and
sorority domination of
SGA.

10:00 p.m.

8:30 8. 6 p.m

6:30 & 6 p.m

Monday and

Tu.td.y

Wadnaidtv

Thursday

Ewaning

tvmmg

E waning

Claim

Claim

Claim

730 f. 8 p.m.

7:30 8. 8 p.m

7

Tunrfiy
E waning

Wadnaid.y
Ev.ning

Claim

WSSSSS

Monday and
Thurtday
Ev.nina
<;,.„„

Spch 102

OAC 160

Paych 201

30

& 8 p.m

CS 101
CS 203

EX PL A NA TION: Due to numerous conflicts, final exam meeting at 8:00 a.m.
Wednesday has been changed from 10:15-12:15 p.m. on Tuesday to 10:15-12:15 a.m.
Friday.

Publication combines
city, student ideas
Tradition has it that opposites attract and
a new student publication is out to prove it.
"Syzygy." a Greek word meaning to yoke
together a pair of objects, particularly
opposites. is the name of a magazine
published by members of the Benjamin
Franklin Society, the University's magazine
club.
Conceived, written and edited by
students, the magazine's objective is to
express the shared interests of the city and
the University.
"PEOPLE HAVE been in general
impressed and enthusiastic." said Dr. Joseph
Del Porto, professor of journalism and
adviser to the club.
According to Dr. Del Porto, funds to
produce this first issue came from several
sources, including the School of Journalism.

private contributions and club membership
dues. Advertising also was sold to raise
money.
Six months elapsed between the
establishment of the magazines editorial
board and the actual publication date.
Regular meetings were held throughout the
summer, with staff members commuting to
the University from Columbus, Lima and
Toledo.
PLANS TO publish editions of "Syzygy"
winlci and spring quarters will be
formulated if adequate funds are available,
Dr. Del Porto said.
The first edition of "Syzygy" features
articles on University and community
Bicentennial projects and history. Copies are
available from the School of Journalism lot
50 cents.
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TNT
TACO'S
and

..we'll do the leg work

TIME OF
EXAM

Calendar survey planned

Women's chorus
The University Women's Chorus, directed by Linda
Rinderknecht. will present a concert at 8 tonight in the
Recital Hall. Musical Arts Bldg. It is free and open to the
public.

cannot act on the bill before
the end of this year.
A GROUP of Democratic
mayors also sent i prodding
telegram over the weekend
to Rep. Jack Brooks
(D-Tex.i, chairman of the
parent
Government
Operations
Committee.
Mineta said Brooks has
expressed
"'strong
philosophical opposition to
the program."
The current S30-billion.
five-year program expires at
the end of 1976. It has
provided cities and states
with the first federal aid
they could spend any way
they chose.

6:46 p.m. to

Mentally retarded

Economics talk

REVISED FINAL EXAM SCHEDULE FALL 1975
The OFFICIAL Final examination schedule for Fall Quarter,!97S, is revised as follows:

TEQUILA
WED. NITE
8 p.m.

HOWARD'S

352-5276

LIKE TO SKI ?
>bu and a friend could
win a ski weekend
in northern Michigan!
The Windfall White Christmas Giveaway
Listen to WFAL 680a.m. for details!

ii NIKVS BOOTERY
i
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SPECIAL
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NOW ONLY
£
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ft
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oh, spaghetti!
only 99
tonight & every wed. night
5 p.m.-9 p.m.
sorry, no delivery on this special

PogliaPs
• pizza • subs • spaghetti
1004 S. Main, B.G. Ph. 352-7571
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Districting idea submitted!

*/

By Rob Arkwrieht
Surf Reporter

PROPOSED SENATE DISTRICTS

Two commuter students have submitted a Student
Government Association (SGA) Student Senate districting
proposal that might be approved in time for the SGA
elections next quarter.
The districting plan, devised by Mark Evans, senior (Ed.),
and Thomas Beers, junior (Ed.), divides the University
student population
into
eight
on-campus and two
off-campus at-large districts (shown here). In addition,
three students will be elected from the whole student body
to senate at-large positions.
Beers said he and Evans received student population
statistics from the housing office with the help of Hazel
Smith, Commuter Center director. They drew up the
districting plan and submitted it to SGA Vice President

WARDI
WARD II
WARD III
WARD IV
WARDV
WARD VI
WARD VII
WARD VIII
WARD IX
WARDX

OFFENHAUER EAST A WEST
MACDONALD (1207) A PROUT (289)
SORORITY ROW
FOUNDERS
KOHL. RODGERS, CONKLIN
FRATERNITY ROWS
HARSHMAN QUAD.
KRIESHER QUAD.
OFF CAMPUS
OFF CAMPUS

>"'

POPULATION
856
1496
368
937
1305
626
1332
1332
(6084)

■a' 1

1

5.'

David Crowl.
ALTHOUGH THE two off-campus wards will represent
more than twice as many students as the largest on-campus
ward, Beers said the districting plan would afford
commuters more representation at SGA than they ever have
had before.
"We (commuters) don't necessarily want a numerical
equivalent," he said, '"We just want a voice."
Beers said that some students lack the time necessary to
canvass the entire campus soliciting at-large votes. He added
that commuter students sometimes are discouraged from
running for senate because "commuters always get beat."
"This (the districting proposal) would give people a fair
chance of winning without expending all the time and
energy of a campus-wide race," he said.
CROWL SAID he hopes to present the proposal to
Student Senate at the SGA meeting tonight.
If the districting proposal is approved, the election
ballots will have to be hand-counted, and the Elections and
Opinions Board expanded. Crowl said.

Soviets accused of colonization
WASHINGTON
(AP) - United
Nations
Ambassador
Daniel
Moynihan
said yesterday
that Soviet military moves
in Angola show that the
Russians intend lo colonize
Africa.
The
ambassador
also
accused
the
Soviets of
playing a major pan in the
recent passage by the U.N.
Assembly of a resolution
declaring
Zionism, a
movement for a national
Jewish homeland, to be a
form of racism.

The
plain-spoken
Moynihan said he believes
the
Soviets
backed the
Zionism resolution to mask
their
own
policies
to
Russian Jews.
He said that in Africa the
Soviets have brought Cuban
troops into Angola and have
built military satellites on
the northeast coast.
"IT

IS

fair

to assume

they
mean
to colonize
Africa . ," Moynihan said
in a speech on detente at

the
fourth
"Pacem
Terris" meeting.

In

The meeting is sponsored
by the Fund for Peace and
the Center for the Study of
Democratic Institutions.
Moynihan's
remarks
brought critical responses
from African diplomats at
the United Nations.
An East African diplomat
who
asked
not to be
identified said Moynihan
acts like an "untrained bull
who has to fight all the
time."

II

Women's Center should be utilized M
By Cindy Smercina
Staff Reporter
Although
women
on
campus
have
an
organization which they can
contact
for
information
about
women's activities
and
consciousness-raising
efforts in the form of the
year-old Women's Center,
calls to the center are rare.
"I haven't gotten many
calls. Very few people know
we're here," said Christine
Cummins, consultant for
the
center.
"We're not
utilized."
The center, located in

315 Student Services Bldg..
houses
two
other
organizations,
the
Stop
Rape Alliance and Women
for Women.

THE
Alliance

STOP
was

RAPE

formed

in

1973
and
works
in
conjunction with Link to
dispense
information
on
rape laws and statistics
while offering assistance to
rape victims.
Women for Women began
almost six years ago as "a
place to come or call for
answers
to
questions
concerning women and to

raise the consciousness ol
men
and women about
women,"
Cum in i n s

explained.
"We have a great store of
information
here
about
most anything from health
needs
to
politics."
she
continued.
The
center
collects newsletters from
women's groups across the
country
printed
women.

as well as other
material
about

oiganizations and residence
halls.

LAST
SPRING
the
Women's Center planned a
women's arts and crafts
festival.
A
week-long
women's
week
in
conjunction
with
International Women's Year
is being planned for late
winter or early spring.
The center also hopes to
publish a newsletter next
quarter
cont aining
information about women
plus creative contributions

Representatives from the
center on request present

£:::W:*:;:::*:*:W^

lectures on
information

:;:

sex and rape
to
campus

from the general public,
Cummins said.
A
budget
of almost
$3,000 is provided to the
Women's Center through
the University general fee,
Cummins said. The center is
open from II a.m.-l p.m.
daily and can be called at
372-2281.
"We
want
everyone
on

to
serve
campus,"

Cummins said. "But right
now our major concern is
letting people know we're
here."
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Coke or Sprite
6 for $138
PLUS DEPOSIT

TVYYTTT
Red Emperor

GRAPES
Lbs

rMINCHECK" POLICY
Everything you buy at Kroger 15 guaranteed for your total satisfaction regard
less of manufacturer If you are not satisfied Kroger wfll replace your item
with 1 hi same brand or a comparable brand or refund your money
We also guarantee that we will do everything in our power to have ample
supplies of all advertised specials on our shelves when you shop for them
If due to conditions beyond our control, we run out of an advertised special,
we will substitute the same item in a comparable brand (when such an item
is available) reflecting the same savings or. if you prefer, give you a RAIN
CHECK" which entitles you to the same advertised special at the same price
any time within 30 days

Save up to $3.00!
Major label LP's! Top artists!
Many, many selections in this special purchase. Classics included!
Hundreds of records! Come early for best selection!

Sale starts today!

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Student Services Building

Get your favorites at Big Discounts!
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The »ofi soul music of
John Oates (left) and
Diryl
Hall
(riant)
entertained an enthusiastic
audience Monday night in
the
Grand
Ballroom.
Union.

Hall, Oates respond to faithful crowd
Review By
David Fandray

^^

JL
1

subdued Philadelphia soul sound carried well, offering no
disappointments for the eager audience.
Hall and Oates' music was superb throughout the
concert. While actually difficult to pin down in descriptive
terms, it combined the rhythms and sweet harmonies of
soft soul music with a dramatic presentation reminiscent of
many English bands.

Daryl Hall and John Oates provided a fitting finale for
what has been an exceptional quarter for concerts when
they and warm-up act Artful Dodger played in the
University's Grand Ballroom Monday evening.
UVe the three concerts before it. this one was
well-conceived, smooth-running and a simple pleasure to
attend.
Artful Dodger, a five-piece rock outfit from the nation's
capital. got the concert off to a pleasant start.
However, the Dodger's performance was also the only
minor flaw in the evening's entertainment.
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NOW
PLAYING
EVENINGS AT
7:30 - 9:20
IF YOU'VE ENJOYED THIS
GREAT BRITISH HUMOR ON
WBSU-TV....YOU'LL HOWL
WITH DELIGHT WHEN YOU
SEE THE MOVIE!
A crazy movie.
Camelot done in

AS MIGHT have been expected, the combination of
these three elements was nowhere more impressive than in
the final three songs of the sliow-"Sara Smile," "She's
Gone" and "Abandonned Luncheonette"--three songs
powerful enough to ensure the duo two well-deserved
encores.

Hall and Oates suffered from neither of these problems.
The crowd that was in attendance was a gathering of the
faithful. It eagerly awaited Hall and Oates' appearance and
responded warmly to each song of the set. usually greeting
each selection with a cheer of recognition after hearing
nothing but the first chord.

a fun house, ms rv
Iff fun-night
at the movies.

• • •

Monday night's Hall and Oates concert, sponsored by
Cultural Boost and Student Government Association
was attended by about I ,.'00 persons.
According to Richard Lenhart, coordinator of student
activities, the concert "lost a considerable amount" of
money, probably between $1,500 and $2,000.
r
■ • 11

SIMILARLY, THE hall posed few problems for the
band. While the Dodger's brash Anglo-rock attack was
flattened mercilesly in the ballroom. Hall and Oates"

:v:::;:::;:::::S::::y::x::;:y:::-:-:::-::-:-:-:v:-:-x-:-:

THURSDAY NIGHT IS STUDENT NIGHT
ADMISSION SI.25 WITH STUDENT 1.0.

Whatever the exact nature of their music. Hall and Oates
showed that they have a total command of the form.
Daryl Hall's voice was the center of attention during the
show. He continually maintained control of the audience as
he performed material drawn primarily from the duo's
"Abandonned Luncheonette" and the more recent "Daryl
Hall and John Oates" albums.
Despite Hall's dominance in the music, it was clear that
he was dependent on John Oates' impressive harmony
vocals and the subtle support he drew from the excellent
back-up band that has been assembled for the tour.

THE GROUP was good, but its set lacked the vitality
and freshness found on the band's excellent debut album.
This somewhat lackluster performance may be excused,
however, when it is considered that neither the ballroom's
acoustics nor the almost-hostile crowd that had turned out
solely to hear Hall and Oates spurred the band to reach any
heights of creativity.

>

He said Hall and Gates cost S.'.MHI. the sound and
lighting systems cost $1,250 and the first act. The Artful
Dodger, from Washington. D.C.. cost S750.
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Quinlan case stirs
European reaction
LONDON (AP) - Right-to-die movements
. <ie springing up in some areas of Western
|j Europe, stirred in part by the controversial
.Karen Quinlan case in the United States.
In Italy and France, however, the Quinlan
,casc has strengthened groups fighting for an
ailing person's right to live.
, In West Germany the entire subject is
taboo because it evokes memories of Adolf
Hitler's decision 35 years ago to end 70.000
"worthless
lives" - mostly crippled or
mentally defected persons.
In several other West European countriesamong them Britain. Sweden. Switzerland
and Denmark •• there are budding "right,to-die" movements wrestling with moral,
legal and social issues similar to most raised
,in the United Sates by the Quinlan case.
QUINLAN, 21, has
been lying
^comatose since April in a Morristown. N.J.,
hospital, kept alive by a respirator, although
.medical opinion is that she has no chance of
recovery.
, But a state court ruled Nov. 10 that
doctors cannot turn off the machine and let
tQuinlan. as her Roman Catholic parents put
it. "return to the gentle hands of the Lord."
In Denmark, the case prompted former
journalist
Christian
Soendergaard
to
'distribute in a few weeks more than 1.000
"life testaments" to Danes wanting to escape
ia fate similar to Quinlan's.
The testaments, called "living wills" in the
United Statts. ask doctors not to prolong
needlessly the bearer's life in case of mortal
"illness or accident.
The wills have no legal validity, but
leading Danish physicians and psychiatrists
back the idea and are helping set up a
national organization to promote it.
"IF WE don't take the decision into our
own hands, the technology will decide for

HELD
OVER!

CINEMA n

>
Daryl Hall concentrates on the vocals of one of the
duo's more mellow runes.

IPOI-I;
FROM CINEMA 5

us," commented Mogen Jacobsen, chief
psychiatrist at a state mental hospital and a
member of the organizing committee.
A
week
after
the
72-year-old
Soendergaard outlined his idea in the
interview, he suffered a heart attack at a
railway station. His testament was in his
wallet, but there was no need for it. He was
dead on arrival at a hospital.
Doctors might be inclined, Soendergaard
had said, to "give the patient the benefit of
the doubt" if he hat expressed in writing his
desire "to die with dignity."
A similar campaign was launched in
Britain last month with the help of journalist
and
television
personality
Malcolm
Muggeridge.
Muggeridge, 72. told a news conference he
had signed a document that declared he
would want "to be allowed to die in peace."
THE DOCUMENT addressed to "my
doctor, family and friends," was prepared
and is being distributed by the 500'- member
Human Rights Society, founded in 1969 to
oppose euthanasia, or mercy killing.
It expressly rules out euthanasia. "But
when it become; obvious that I am dying,"
the document says, "I do not want doctors
to strive officiously to keep me alive for
extra periods, or to give me painful,
treatments which cannot succeed...
"If I have an incurable and fatal illness, I
would prefer it to take Its natural course and
not be artifically prolonged."
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THERE
ARE
no
"right-to-die"
movements in Italy and France, probably
because of the strong influence of the
Catholic church which teaches that life is
sacred and can be given and taken only by
God.
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Israeli jets attack Lebanon
. BEIRUT, Lebanon (APV
Waves of Israeli jett roared
in from the sea yesterday to
attack Palestinian refugee
camps in northern and
southern Lebanon with
bombs and rockets.
It was the biggest air
attack of the year on
Lebanon
and
the
northernmost Israeli attack
since February 1973.
At least eight persons
were killed and a score
wounded,
Palestinian
officials said. A camp
schoolhouse. headquarters
of quernlla organizations, a
guerrilla missile armory and

a residential neighborhood
were reported destroyed.
Guerrillas
from
the
Syrian-backed Saiqa group
opened up with heat-seeking
SAM 7 antiaircraft missiles
on the first wave of planes
but hit none, Lebanese
government sources said.
The second wave blew up
the misile armory with a
direct rocket hit, they
reported.

camps near the northern
port city of Tripoli and two
areas around the southern
town of Nabaitya.
The raids apparently were
in retaliation for recent
Palestinian
commando
strikes, including an attack
Nov. 21 on the occupied
Golan Heights in which
three Israeli soldiers were
killed by guerrillas from
Syria.

A
GOVERNMENT
announcement
said
30
Israeli planes took part in
the midmoming raids on the
Nahar al-Band and Baddawi

AN ISRAELI military
source in Tel Aviv said the
raids also emphasized that
Israel would meet the
Palestinian guerrillas "only

Council proposes agenda
No legislation was passed at Monday's
City Council meeting, although several
proposed laws were given first and second
readings.
Bruce Bellard. president of council.
explained that the parliamentary rule
allowing council to inlroducc a piece ot
legislation and give it the required three
readings at one meeting could not be
suspended because three-fourths of council
was not present.
He said that six of the seven councilman
must be present for council to suspend the
rules and okay legislation that is introduced
the same day But councilman Alvin Perkins

and Thomas Carroll were absent from the
meeting.
CITY ATTORNEY John Cheetwood said
he met with Municipal Administrator Wesley
Hoffman after council members had
discussed the creation of a proposed council
agenda.
Cheetwood distributed copies of an
agenda to councilmen. city officials and
members of the gallery and asked them to
review it and make suggestions.
He said this is not the final draft and that
revisions will be made, adding that a
completed agenda will be finalized soon and
will be available to the public a few days
before council meetings.

on the battlefield'' and not
politically.
On Sunday night, the
United Nations Security
Council agreed to invite the
Palestine
Liberation
Organization to participate
in a debate in Januar> on
the Arab-Israeli situation,
and on Monday the Israeli
government announced that
it would boycott the
debate.
"Lebanese
army
antiaircraft guns in these
regions forced the enemy
planes to stay at extremely
high
altitudes,
which
prevented
them
from
zeroing in properly to score
hits,"
the
Lebanese
government radio reported.
But sources in the two
northern camps said offices
of the Popular Front for the
Liberation of Palestine, Al
Fatah and the Palestine
Liberation
Organization
were destroyed by direct
rocket hits.

Winterizing

Workmen prepare the old industrial arts building for the onslaught of cold weather
by repairing the roof with asphalt. (Newsphoto by James Pierre)

Carrels, bankruptcy discussed
library, only three are left
with study carrels, Swartz
said.

By Lorraine Jameson
Asst. Managing Editor
Contingency
planning
and research and study
space for graduate students
and faculty were the main
topics of discussion at
yesterday's Faculty Senate
meeting.
Stan Swartz, president of
the
Graduate
Student
Senate (GSS), protested the
"takeover" of the fifth floor
of the library by the
Northwest
Ohio Great
Lakes
Research Center
because it removed many
research carrels used by
graduate
students
and
faculty.
Out of eight stories in the

HE ALSO said that many
graduate students do not
have adequate office space,
and cited six graduate
students who use a single
desk in one department.
If graduate assistants have
inadequate office space, he
said, undergraduate students
are "shortchanged" because
they do not have privacy to
confer with their teachres.
The
Faculty
Senate
discussed plans which will
be formulated by the Task
Force
on
Contingency
Planning in case of financial
exigency (bankruptcy) of

the University. The plans
include
budget
cuts,
termination of faculty, and
retraining of faculty.
Dr. K.i mi'ii.i Cormier,
professor of philosophy,
said the task force should
not expect
recommendations from the faculty
because they would get 750
different opinions.
"THE TASK force will
not get anything meaningful
from us until we get some
specific recommendations
from the task force," she
said.
Dr.
Michael
Moore,
associate
professor
of
history and secretary of the
task force, said he wants to

ALPHA CHI OMEGA
• WOULD LIKE TO
CONGRATULATE
ITS NEW OFFICERS
PRES. - KAREN MILLER
1st V.P. - CATHY GRIGSBY
2nd V.P. - JENNY CIOLU
3rd V.P. - ROBIN SMITH
RUSH CHAIRMAN VICKY LAVDAS

hear faculty opinions on the
issues involved in a case of
financial exigency so that
the task force can form
recommendations.
Dave Crowl. Student
Government
Association
(SGA) vice president, told
the senate that the academic
hotline, being planned by
SGA for some time, will be
fully operative at the
beginning of wintei quarter.
SGA also is discussing
plans to form eight oncampus and two off-campus

voting districts for student :
elections, Crowl said.
Dr.
Stuart
Givens.i
professor of history and
faculty Senate chairman.)
told the group that after the I
renovation of the Graduate ij
Center, Faculty
Senate,' I
offices will move to tht
northwest quadrant of the
first floor in the Graduate J
Center, presently housing!
i he records and regist ration |
information of the Graduate/
School.
The
Faculty
Senat
meeting, set for Jan. 6, was
rescheduled to Jan. 20.
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IAnother filler
Saturday ia your chance to aava
the News and finally find out What 5
Kudos ara. Not only that, but the
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Princa, a truly amazing character, S
will be on hand to great those
who aava. So Save tha News.
L Cheap thrills ara promised for all.
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Includes: meals, transportation, 2 day lift ticket,
lodging at Holiday Inn, SSA Membership, wine
and cheese party, beer party with live band and
lots more.
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'Carnival' uses comedic sketches
Preview by
Jan Cordaro

Secret Lift of Walter
Mitty." "If Grant had been
Drinking at Appomattox"
and "The Unicorn in the
Garden."
Thurber, a native Ohioan.
was one of the great men of
letters during the 20's and
30's, according to Dr.
Kepke. He was a noted
American humorist whoso
characters
are
familiar
stereotypes.

A carnival is coming to
the University just in time
to relieve the tensions of
exam week. "A Thurber
Carnival," that is.
The University Theater"s
final
fall
quarter
production. "A Thurber
Carnival," comprised of a
series of sketches from the
works of writer James
Thurber, will run tonight
through Saturday in the Joe
E.
Brown
Theatre.
University Hall. Curtain
• From page one
time is 8 p.m.
But disadvantages also
This play is different
became obvious. Students
from almost any other play,
who did not budget their
according to Dr. Allen
money or those who had
kepke. professor of speech
greatet consumption habns
communication
and
could end up spending more
associate dean of the
than they would have on a
College
of Arts and
meal ticket program.
Sciences. "It is a carnival
not unlike a three-ring
OTHER COMPLAINTS
circus."
were that the coupons are
"The play takes place
not redeemable and cannot
more in the imagination of
be used another quarier.
the audience than it does on
Students
also
were
stage." Dr. Kepke said
displeased
with
the
adding that "It is a
problems involved in the
celebration of words and
buying and selling of
music."
coupons
"A Thurber Carnival" is a
comic series of scenes, short
Despite the advantages.
sketches and fables with
many
students
were
musical
accompaniment
disillusioned with the entire
The scenes range in length
system.
from three to 20 minutes
On Nov. 4, 1«)71. the
and are brought to life by a
nine-member
cast
that
characterizes a total of 45
roles throughout the play.

"I was first Introduced lo
Thuibei as a writer when I
was a freshman in college,"
Dr. Kepke said. "Now I'm
just reluming the favor."
THE jllfrcshiiun cast
includes Maty Beth Bottle)
(A&St,
Jane
Cardenas
(A&S). Joseph timidei man
(A&S).
Carol
Kotchlk
(A&S).
Daniel
Lcnard
(A&S). Dan Mi-Herd (A&S).

Michael
Schwart/hcrg
(A&S). William Williams
(A&S)
and
Marjoric

according to Dr. Kepke, the
arrangement has worked out
well.
The box office for "A
Thurber Carnival" will be
open today through Friday
from II a.m.-3:30 p.m.
and alter 7 p.m. evenings of
the performance. Admission
is S2 lor adults. SI for
children and high school
Student! and 50 cents for
University students with ID.

Widdowson (A&S).
The cast is all freshmen
because some freshmen
believed they were unable
to break Into the complex
theater program at the
University, Dr. Kepke laid.
One show was M-I aside to
accommodate them, and

Coupon complaints persist

\\

James Thurber (Joe Gundemun) emphasizes i point to his
secretary. Miss Bagley (Marjotie Widdowson), in a sketch from
,llr
University Theatre production ot "A ThurberCarnivoTwhich
wj|| (,, performed by an all-freshman cast at 8 p.m. today through
Saturday in the Joe E. Brown Theatre.

Tfffjf nAf*
" ■■"■ ftw w •

SOME OF Thuibcr's
famous sketches included in
the production are "The

Teamsters seek pay raise
AKRON
(AP)
Teamsters
Union
negotiators will ask for
nearly twice as large a pay
increase as had
been
expected when nationwide
♦bargaining Optus l,'vof*i'j* .'
a secret report shows.
The
Akron
Beacon
Journal reported yesterday
it had obtained a copy of
the report and confirmed it
with a local Teamster
official
The Teamsters tcport
dated Nov 25 said the
union's negotiators will
demand an additional S..50
per hour over a thtec-ycar
contract. Instead of the
$1.50 boos) that had been
forecast.
.The report also outlines a
demand for removal of the
ceiling on cost-of-living
increases and for payment
twice annually instead of
one a year as under the
current contract.
A

LOCAL

spokesman

also indicated that a
provision
the
nation's
trucking companies are
expected to seek may
become a major point of
contention.
with whether the union or
the companies will meet the
costs resulting from a new
tedeial pension law.
The current three-yeai
master contract with the
trucking companies expires
next March 31. Bargaining
sessions are to begin Dec. 11
in Waslungton. D.C.. for a
new pact to cover about
450.000 Teamsters.
Union
drivers
now
average a minimum of $7.05
an hour, a figure that
usually is higher when an
individual's mileage total is
substantial.
Teamster
spokesmen said.
Those who are paid by
the mile, as is the case when
that rate amounts to more
than the hourly minimum,

currently get 17.9 cents per
mile.

payments. The current pact
provides for such increases
only in its last two years
and then at a maximum of
11 cents an hour payable
ua|

THE UNION will propose
that the mileage rate be
increased by six cents over «9itfa itts*vvs< »
the life of the contract, the
report says. 11 says the ■• WUJNStJN'sard" the*
cost-of-living limit and lack
bargaining
team
will
of any such provision in the
demand hourly raises of
first year of the current
$1.50 effective March I.
contract have cost Teamster
then 75 cents in each of the
members 79 cents an hour
next two years
so far.
Union sources indicated
In fringe benefits, the
that $2.50 is considered to
report proposes increased
be a starling point that will
payments
for
pension,
be reduced in the final
health and welfare funds
compromise.
above the rise in pension
But Richaid Collinson.
costs expected as a result of
president of Teamster Local
bringing union practice into
24 here, predicted that
conformity with the new
reaching an agreement will
federal law.
be as tough as in the hardest
previous negotiations.

BELLEN, The Netherlands (AP) - Five gunmen seized a
local train with 50 persons aboard yesterday, killed the
engineer and another person and were "shooting at
anything that moves" outside the train, official! said.
The hijackers attached dynamite lo the train and
demanded to be flown out of the country.
Police said the gunmen, believed to be South Moluccan
extremists seeking independence foi theii native islands
from Indonesia, wcie holding the passengers at gunpoint
and had made an ultimatum, but the deadline was not
disclosed.

ROAST BEEF
PLATTER
Enjoy Roy's Famous Roast Beef Sandwich:
Tender, juicy roast round of beef sliced
thin and stacked high on a sesame seed
bun. on a platter with cowboy fries and
crisp cole slaw.

HELP YOURSELF
TO THE FIXINS

$1.00

coupon
system
and
on-campus restaurants but
dissatisfied with the quality
and high prices on cafeteria

of the results
The
poop's
accomplish incuts

majoi
were

lines

recommendations lo raise

11 also was found that
most students would rather
paj existing prices for the
present
system titan the
average fee of $250 a
quarter paid by student! at
universities on meal plans.
However, most expressed
the desire to decide how
many coupon books to buy.

the price of Individual lood
Items for wtntei quartet
rather than increasing board
Ices because ol the steadily
increasing inflation rate, and
10 allow the use ot coupons
in the snack ban
A
SIMILAR
questionnaire
was
conducted lasl year by
Si udeni
Government
Association.
A random
sample of 250 dormitory
residents were surveyed lo
measure student opinion of
Food Service. It was
revealed that students are
satisfied with the food

"We
think
we
are
operating efficiently and
effectively." Milliron said.
But he added that Food
Service
is
still
"not
salislied."
"I think prices are too
high and services still need
to be expanded." he said.

THE GUNMEN seized the train on a run from the
northern city of Groningen to Zwolle in central Holland.
They forced ihe engineer to hall it near Bellen and ordered
the passengers into the forward coaches.

^Bisane/lo s

THE HIJACKERS' demands, written in Dutch, were
delivered to police by one ot two women who were released
\vith a child at the outlet OMMJ IflVnu-r
A police spokesman declined to give any detail! except
that the gunmen had asked transportation to Amsterdam's
Schiphol airport l>0 miles away and a plane to lly Idem to
an undisclosed destination.
Police said the bodies of the engineer and of an
unidentified person were removed from the Irani. Karliei
reports said one body was Dung out of the train and was
lying by the tracks.
The gunmen were armed with automatic pistols ami a
hunting rifle and fired warning shols at police, troops and
at an oncoming ttain. authorities said.
The entire area around the stopped train was sealed off
and a detachment of commandos was Down in on navy
helicopters.
The hijackers were holed up with the hostages in the
front coaches and had blocked off the windows wilh
newspapers, police said.

10 1J 14 If
HOURS
S-T 4 30 PM-I 00 AM
F-S 4 10 PM- J OO *M

FREE DELIVERY

Delivered
to your
door
Fart, Free & Hot

203 N. MAIN

CRUSTY'S
PIZZA
PUB

PIZZA

< WEDNESDAY IS $

DOLLAR
DAY
*^TT**** **************

confusion In (he tabulation

Gunmen seize Dutch train

The report says the
Teamsters will demand
removal of the ceiling on
cost-of-living
increases,
along with twice-yearly

HOWDY PODNERS!

News
repotted.
"Wuh
complaints about the new
Food Service running high,
the administration has set
up a committee to study the
system
and
make
recommendations to the
office of the Vice President
of Operations."
The
co in in 111 e i.
composed
of students.
faculty and staff, examined
these possibilities reducing
coupon
book
sale
r c q u i r e in e n I s.
the
redemption
of
unused
coupons ai the end of the
quarter and experimenting
with a cash system in lieu ol
coupons.
Results of a survey the
committee conducted are
unavailable. According to
Milliton.
they
were
inconclusive because of a

SALADS

HOURS SUN - THUR 4PM-1AM
FRI - SAT 4 PM - 2 AM

352-3551

$13 9 Chef's Salad ..

Italian Sub

Small

Ham & Cheese

Round Pizza
$*.

53 2 E. Wooittr

SALADS

SUBS

AeatBall

$

1

89c

39

s ] 3v

Large
Tossed Salad

Cc
65

Square Pizza
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>•*« "• "• •*
Chetl* * 1 '••"■ - "5 ,M 33° 4?0
amiUHMi .. 2.20 3.10 3.70 4.S0
Cheese ft 3 Items . 2.50 3*5 4.20 5.25
Chet.et4lt.nii 2.75 3.75 4.50 5.75
CIUSIT-S
lyecW.... 3.25 4.M 5.00 6.J5

DINNER SPECIAL
EVERY MON, TUES, WED
5 - 8 PM

Ch.oi.

2.10

^

Ch«BIO ft
One'em

2.M

4.50

CkMM S
Two lUmi

3.TO

Ml

Three Hem ... 3.41
Cheese ft

5.50

ChMSOt

FREE DELIVERY
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.... 3,M

SJJ

4.30

4.25
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$p.ciel

FAMILY
RESTAURANT

Reg. SI.54

300 L W00STER
BOWLING GREEN

2741 WOODVILLE RD.
l«

TOLEDO
Good Only
' Dec.X 1975
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SHWI

Saddle upfor

Roy Rogers

Family Restaurant.
WE'VE BEEFED UP' OUR
CHUCK WAGON TO SERVE
YOU FASTER & BETTER!

• 1.00 Off
Extra Large) Round Pizza
A Lars* Squara Pizza
Loupon
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Eiqitrat uac.
Dtc. co
25

$

.50 Off
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& Medium Pizza i
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Where Thrifty Shopping it a Pleasure

BACK BY REQUEST!
OUR PRE HOLIDAY
BAKESAIEI
IF WE MISSED TOD WITH HR MAILER THIS WEEK, PICK Uf I FREE COPT IF IT IH
THE STORE:

No meat diet may be useless
By Beckie King
Staff Reporter
Vegetarians
do
not
always solve the health
problems they set out to
remedy by strictly eating
vegetables,
according
to
Arthur
White,
assistant
professor
of health and
physical education.
The strongest motivation
of a person to switch from
animal
products
to
vegetables is the cholesterol
content in meat and other
animal products. White said.
"People often lose sight
of the fact that there are
two types of fats involved
with heart problems," White
said.
Saturated fats, which are
present in animal products
and by-products such as
milk and cheese, are the
types of fats vegetarians are

trying
to
avoid.
Yet,
according
to
White,
polyunsaturated
fats
are
present in the vegetarian
diet and can be as harmful
as the saturated fats.
BECAUSE OF the lack of
Vitamin B. which is lost in
the
refining process of
vegetable oils and other
products, the polyunsaturated fats in these products
are not broken down in the
human
system
and
triglycerides form. White
said.
"Triglycerides
are
as
harmful as cholesterol in
causing heart problems,"
White said. "The person
who trades animal products
for vegetable products is not
solving the initial problem."
There are two handicaps
to
vegetarianism.
White

all the protein needed for
good health, the vegetarian
must cat a huge volume of
vegetables.
In
addition,
most vegetables and their
by-products
contain
incomplete proteins, so that
vegetarians
must
supplement their diets with
such
products as wheat
germ and Brewer"s yeast.

THERE

about all that could be
swung
comfortably.
She
said that
some students
were very enthusiastic about
the event
and that the
construction of the swings
was
given
a
thorough
testing.

director
of
Offenhauer
East.
said
student
involvement in a fund raiser
began with a need for better
communication
between
student factions.
Representatives
from
Interfratemity
Council.
Panhellenic Council, and
dorm
councils
from
Offenhauer
Towers
and
Harshman Quad met and
decided to stage the 48-hour
Swing-a-thon. during which
pledges were taken from
students, faculty and local
businesses.

DOONESBURY

ON
THURSDAY
Pete
iMarrow. a disk jockey from
campus station Wr'ALAM
(680 AM), supported the
swingers
with
radio
coverage.
Participants took hour
shifts
on
the
swingsct.
which Maher said was just
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Swing-a-thon shows
Participants
in
the
Swing-a-thon Nov. 6,7 and 8
in front of the Union not
only collected $1,289 for
The
American
Cancer
Society
but
rediscovered
one of youth's "natural
highs."
Kate Maher, assistant hall

"The
crops may not
contain
any
zinc,
but
because of the varied diet of
animals, meat and other
animal
by-products
will
provide
the
small
yet

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

added. In order to receive

student cooperation

ALSO

necessary amount of zinc in
our systems," he said.
He
suggested
that
vegetarians
need
to
suppliment their diets with
some form of the necessary
minerals.
"The vegetarians have to
know
what
is
in
the
vegetables that the body
needs, and what you as an
individual
need."
White
said.

evidence that vegetarians are
not receiving the necessary
amount of certain minerals
because trace elements such
as zinc are being depleted in
the soil. White added.
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2 m. rmmte. to subl. apt.
wtr/spr. 5th St.. 352-6244.

good home. Ph. 352-0805
after 5 p.m.

F. grad student beginning
wtr. looking to share apt.
Joyce
Armstrong.
301
Bioadmeadows. Cols.. O.
43214.

X-mas trees, CHEAP, at
Sam B's X-mas trees tor
dorm or apt. CHEAP at Sam
B's.
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ABORTION
Siw tun: Hale
$13.1

I 2 I tire!; nrvpiwnex
terminated b\
In eim'tl llvneeolngiiii

..
I

«il ST » At 11.11
II

Omicron Delta Kappa apli. are now avail, lor all
interested men & women in Rm. 405 Stud. Seiv. Bldg.
They must be completed by 5 p.m. Frl. Dec. 5.
The Way meeting Faculty Lounge. Union. 8 p.m.
Alpha Phi Omega: Nat'l Serv. Fiat
B.A. Bldg.. 8:30 p.m.

meeting Rm. 104

Discussion series Conteience Rm., Newman Centei, /
p.m.
Today. 8 p.m. Camp White Pine ol Ontjuo, Can. will
meet with all students interested in Summer '75 camp
jobs. River Rm., Union.
Veterans Club meeting Wayne Rm., Union, / p.m.
Women for Women meeting Rm. 602 Library, 630 p.m.

Cull Cullerl
800-362 120.1
211101 I;SH:\ICI:

Concerned Stud, tor City Gov't. meeting Rm. 210 U
Hall. 8 p.m.
Circle K meeting Rm. 21 7 Ed. Bldg.. 8 p.m.
Intramural gymnastics foi women 7:30-9:30 p.m. South
gym. Women's Bldg.
Gay Union meeting Rm. 203 Hayes Hall, 8 p.m.

WATCH
FOR:

ALCOI
PIZZA

KOOl KRISP PRODUCE
_.-..._.. I. _„
All runruu
PUHPOSI mm<m
MAIN! ,

POTATOES

101.99°

JONATHAN

APPLES

FRISH CRISP

CARROTS

POPCORN - MISSION FIOS
CALIFORNIA CUP DATES
FRUIT BASKETS
FRUIT SAMPLERS
ALSO AVAILABLE

,A23C

JUICY RIPI

TANGELOES12/59'
1

3^49°

Thursday Night
Special

Vi Price
5:00-9:00 p.m.

KRAFT PARK AT

MARGARINE

.,!, 38

WIIM MM OR! At KOI COUPON
OOOO THROUGH MClAAMt ». tfT*

GW

SUGAR

.IS1URY

. 98c

WITH Ml Otl A I tCOt C OU PON
OOOO THROUGH OICIMMtf |*T)

Hi^tlpwoSFmsT:
STADIUM PUZA
SHOPPING CENTER

Wl RISItVI QUANTITT RIGHTS
WIICK OOOO THRO Df C. 7. 197 S
3 STAMPS

I "UN INI1 GRI AT KOI
THROUGH M( 7 14)71

5 PEPSI
|C0L1
O
,—>

HOW DOES
•57.50*
SOUND?

558°

LOUR

COUPON

OOOO

I .
JJ&|

WITH THIS GREAT SCOT COUPON
OOOO THROUGH OKI MRU 1 If?,

IlUcJcJcJcJlicJcJcJi^^

O
6
ft
6
•:-■
s>

Deluxe 2 bdrm
Fumwhod
Central heat fc> air
Laundry faC. in bldg
Ample parking
Outdoor gas grills
Foe Information. Call
35242*3

GreatScot
'tilNp, * »000 %'Otll

Hampton House
70S 7* St
P9f person

Active Christians Today Bible studies: 603 Clough St. 3
& 6 p.m.
RIDES
Ride needed for two to
NYC or Conn. Dec. 17 or
18. Will help pay expenses.
Call 3520641 eve.

Talk it over with someone
who
cares
about
you.
L m pa I .motional
and
material
pregnancy
aid.
Mon. & Fri. 1-3 p.m. Tues..
Wed..
Thurs.,
6:30-9:30
p.m., 352-6236.

HELP WANTED
Journalism
and
speech
majors: WFAL News needs
several more reporters to fill
its
expanded
news
department.
Get
good
experience and internship
credit. Experience preferred
but will train. Contact Tim
1 Lelko at 413 South Hall or
'call 2-2354.
Burger Chef now hiring day
& night help. Apply at
Burger Chef.
CEDAR
POINT
AMUSEMENT PARK will
interview for summer jobs
Dec. 15 thru 19. 22. 23.29
and 30 from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m.
at
the
Park
in
Sandusky. No appointment
necessary.
Representatives
will also visit the BGSU
Campus March 8 and 9.
Interview either time for a
great summer job.
SERVICES OFFEREO
Need
PHOTOGRAPHS?
Undargrad
and
SENIOR
SPECIALS.
Passports,
applications. WEISSBROD
STUDIO. 123 W. Wooster.
352-2142.

Medical College of Ohio
student
available
for
tutoring 352-4513 ask for
Mike.
WANTED
Help need to
effic.
wtr/spr.
352-2479.

sub. furn.
150.mo.

Need 1 m. rmmte. 815
Fourth St. Apt. 7. after 5.
1 f. rmmt. for wtr/spr. qtr.
to live w/2 others. $70,'mo.
Call 352-1388.
F. to sublease apt. close to
campus.
Prefer
grad or
serious
student.
Call
3521719.
1.2. or 3 m. rmmtes. 851
Napolean
Rd.
No.39.
Cherry Hill.
Need 1 f. rmt. wti. close to
campus. 353-6363.
M. rmmte. to sublet apt.
w/3 others wtr/spr. qtr.
Good location. 352-6616.
1 t. to subls. Campus Manor
Apt. wtr/spr. Ph. 352-5352.

Need 1 t. rmmte. for wtr,
qtr. 1976. must subl. Call
352-6470.
1 m. rmt. needed to rent
apt. wtr/spr. in Rockledge.
2 baths, dishwasher, living
rm. 352-6048.
Need 1 f. rmmt. wtr. & spr.
qtr.
Univ.
Vil
Apts.
352-6660.
M. rmmte. to subl. apt.
wtr/spr. Furn. 352-8730
2 I. rmmtes. W/S. 352 0491
after 5. Cherry Hill Apts.
1 grad or serious student to
share large 2 bdrm. apt.
Close
to
campus.
Call
Warren. 352-1948.
1 M rmmte. for Wtr. Qtr.
Close to campus. 352-7809.

You can win a ski weekend
for two at one of northern
Michigan's spectacular ski
resorts
during
Windfall's
White Christmas Giveaway.
The
Chi
pledge
class
congratulates the new ADPi
actives ■ Carol and Cindy.
We're next!
Gift
Idea:
Poem
or
quotation head lettered In
your choice of styles. Call
1-257-2373.
PRESERVE
CREDIBILITY!
Order
your
"76
yearbook now. Call The
Key. 2-0086.
We
service: motorcycles,
auto's,
trucks,
mufflers,
Dishop Motors. 18039 N.
Dixie Hwy.
GUYS AND GALS let the
Oxford House help you
with Christmas selections
and you take jp to 30
DAYS TO PAY!"
Santa Claus suit lor rant for
Christmas
parties.
372-4000.
Make
room
for
Prairie
Margins Arriving Soon!
puppies.

DZ's congratulate Debi and
Mike on their pre-engagement. Do Phi Tau's pole for
this?
Delta
Gamma
houseboy!
For
372-2860

needs
a
info call

WFAL is taking qualifiers
through Dec. 7 for a chance
to win one of many ski
weekends
for
two
in
Michigan. Listen for details
on WFAL 680 am.

FOR SALE
MG Midget, good cond.
2000 or offer. 372-1437,
4-7 p.m.
Yamha Rec. Fisher spkrs.
P.E. 3015 turntable. Starts
Dec. 1. thru 12. Call after 4
p.m., 352-2481.

PERSONALS

Free

Sweetheart Roses - Cash n"
Cirry $2.50 doz. Myles
Florist.

Must

find

Upright piano. $100 or best
offer.
Needs
tuning.
352-7386.
Macintosh
C-24
Preamplifier, call 352-1873.
after 9:30 p.m.
FOR RENT
Furn. 3 bdrm. home, ideal
location for wint. & spr. call
352-6152. Must sublease.
UNIVERSITY
VILLAGE
APTS. 2 bdrm. furn. Pfr. .
students, avail, wnt. & sp-.
qtr. 352-5301 or 3520164.
Apts. for the fall 1976
school year. 520 E. Reed.
525 N. Enterprise. Call Al '
Newlove, 353-7381.

/

'

Single
room
for
male
student. Near campus wtr.
& spr. qtrs. Ph. 352-7365.
Furn. eff. avail, win. & spr.
qtr. Thurstin Manor Apts.
352-5435.

'

Unfurn. 2 bdrm.. ", house,
nica.
$175
&
elec. 352-1804, after 4.

'

Need 3 M's for 3 bdrm
house. Call Betty Baker 353-7381.

t
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newsnotes

House okays NYC aid proposal

Fair trade law

WASHINGTON (API - The House yesterday approved
President Ford's $2.3-billion
loan proposal to aid
financially stricken New York City and sent the measure to
the Senate where passage was expected despite a planned
filibuster.
New York Mayor Abraham Beame said he expected
Senate approval within a week.
House passage was by a 213*203 vote.
Rep. Delbert Latta. (R-Ohioi. urged the House not to
approve the aid on the grounds that the citizens, of New
York should not have continuously elected the politicans
who put the city into its financial crisis.

WASHINGTON (AP)-The Senate passed and sent to
President Ford yesterday a bill banning state "fair trade'"
laws that permit manufacturers to set minimum retail
prices for their products.
The measure, which sponsors estimated would save
consumers more than $2 billion a year, was approved
without objection The House passed it in July.
It would repeal federal anti-trust exemptions
approved nearly 40 years ago that jllowed states to
enact fan trade laws.
The legislation was urged by Ford and others as a way
to combat intlalion.

BEAME SAID Congress must act within the next two
weeks if the city is to avoid default Dec. II. the day in
which it must pay on bond obligations.
The Ford plan, which will be offered as an amendment
to the $7billion bill by Rep. William Slaton (R-Olnol.
would permit the federal government to make loans 10 the
city over the next three years.
Under the plan, the city would have to repay each loan
by the end of each fiscal year to qualify for another loan.
The city will have to pay an interest rate 1 per cent higher
than the Treasury is paying for its own borrowings.
Unlike bills approved by both Senate and House banking

Klan violence was ignored
by FBI, informant

WASHINGTON (AP)-The nomination of John Paul
Stevens to the Supreme Court appears to face only the
question of when rather than whether the Senate will
confirm him. according to preliminary indications.
President Ford's selection has met with generally
favorable reaction in the legal community and in
Congress, where so far there have been no signs of
serious opposition to the nomination.
The Senate Judiciary Committee is to begin hearings
Dec. 8 on Stevens, who is Ford's first nominee to the
high court. Chairman James Eastland. (D-Miss). said
Monday.

WASHINGTON
(AP)-Thc FBI often had
advance notice of planned
Ku K.lux Klan violence but
in one instance simply stood
by. taking pictures, while
Klansmen attacked a group
of blacks and civil tights
workers, a former FBI
informant says.
Gary Thomas Rowe Jr..
who now lives under an alias
in California, was scheduled
to testify yesterday before
the
Senate
Intelligence
Committee. A committee
spokesman
said
Rowe
would weai a mask dtinng
his tcstnnom in order to
piotect his new identity

Stock deadline
NEW YORK (API-The stock market slipped into
another gradual decline yesterday, inhibited by doubts
about the durability of the economic recovery.
Brokers pointed to continuing uncertainty over the
prospects for maintaining the momentum built up by
the economy in late summer and early autumn. Late last
week the government reported that its index of leading
economic indicatois declined in Octobei for the second
month in a row

•

ROWE SAID Monday
that he repeatedly warned
the FBI of planned Klan
violence duimg his live
yens as an informant hut
that agenis seldom took
action to stop it.
In an interview, he cited
one I**<>I incident m which
he notified the Mil three
weeks in advance of a
planned Klan attack on a
irjoup of freedom riders in
Birmingham Ma. He said

Segregation
CLEVELAND (API- A group of parents' motion
seeking Intervention in the \AACP school segregation
suit here is a frivolous, unpiofession.il sham, a federal
judge said yesterday in overruling the request
U.S. District Judge Flank Battisti said the piesent
parties in the case charging llie Cleveland school board
with promoting segregation policies an adequate to
protect the interests of the parents In the Cleveland
school district.
The 10 parents who tiled the request had contended
that their constitutional rights hadn't been violated as
had been contended by the NAACP.
Batistti said the school hoard, as defendants in the
L case, took the same position as the parents and therefore
could carry the hut den ol defense against the NAACP
claims

that despite his warnings,
the FBI Stood by and took
photographs
during the
violence
"People just gi>t all beat
lo hell." Rowe said.
He said he recalled only
one instance in which the
FBI acted on one of his
warnings
and
averted
planned violence.
Rowe at one point was
charged in connection with
the l%5 murder of white
civil rights worker Viola
LiUZZO near Selma. Ala.
Three
Klansmen
were
convicted of civil rights
violations ai a trial in which
Rowe appealed as the
government's star witness. A
grand jury failed to indict
Rowe. and cliaiges against
him were dtopped.

that
Nixon
personally
ordered secret files on FBI
wiretaps of newsmen and
government officials moved
to the White House for
safekeeping in 11>71.
Erlichman's deposition,
filed in connection with a
■.nit challenging the legality
of the wiretaps, said Nixon
ordered removal of llie
information
from
the
Justice Department at the
urging of Robert Mardian,
the
assistant
attorney
general in charge of the
files.
ERLICHMAN
SAID
Mardian was afiaid FBI
Director J. Fdgar lloovei
might order his agenis |o
break into the office where
the files weie kept and
remove the information for
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COUPON on
ANY STYLE. Bring this coupon
at time of your appointment.
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Sue Stoll

1st Vice President

Lynne Heckman+

Assistant

Sue Seitz
Laurie Lynch

Assistant

Sheila Williams

Treasurer

Peggy Resar

Recording Secretary

Terry Morrison

Corresponding Secretary

Diane Detwiler

Senior Panhel.

Nancy Pope

Junior Panhel.
House Chairman

Deb Bogart
Diane Guest

Activities

Cindy Deters

Social.

Debi Eberg

*
*
*

*

Standards

Debbie /ones

Scholarship

Deb Detwiler

Chaplain

Mary Wilk

Thanks to the OLD Officer*

*
*

+

*

for a

Super Job!

*

ADDRESS
CITY, STATE, ZIP'_
PHONE
.
SOC. SEC. NO.
return to:
106 UNIVERSITY HALL
BOWLING GREEN, OH., 43403
419-372-2003

How to tell you r friends
You're taking Army ROTG
liist <ii .ill Mine's no reason
in IK- defensive UIMHII ii because
Army K< >'IC has a lot ol good
things going For ii- So you might
stilt t by telling your Friends that
you're under no military obligation your lit si two years of
the program.
Then noon lo mention (hut
il vim riodet ide lo lake the linal
two years, you'll IK- earning SKH)
a month, up to icu months a year,
It'll them it only lakes about
!l to T> hours ;i week. And at most
schools dial's 1 In- onlv lime you
have 10 wear a uniform.
And icll them no matter
what von de< ide. vou'll have
background in practical leadership that will give vou a better
t haute al almost any career.
lell thcmlhul maybe they
just ought lo lake a look at il
themselves.
ARMY ROTC. LEARN WHAT IT TAKES TO LEAD'

Make your own hours and
write your own paycheck.

*
*
*
*

and
Barb Balsamo

Christmas Stocking
Stuffers!

+

President

2nd Vice President

+
*
*

*
*
*

Deadline two days before at 4:00 p.m.

*

i

CONGRATULATIONS t
+
to the 1975-76
*

Here is my ad. I enclose $
.50 per line. Two line minimum. Approximately
25 spaces in a line.
Please tun my ad on
(published Tin's., Wed., Thins . Fri.)

NAME

THE HAIR REPAIR SHOP
I

BG NEWS
CLASSIFIEDS

Wooslcr Stroot

COMPARE FOR LOWER PRICES!!
PIZZAS

Good through March 1, 1976.

GOOD LUCK MEN!

"I think the people think
it's a good cause." he said.
THE
POLICE
found

PH. 352 2329
Free Delivery will A*in, ordti
nl SI.50

1

*
*
(

congratulates its

2S.

needy children through the
County Welfare department.
church ministers and letters
from private individuals,
Capt.
Ash
said.
The
National Guard and high
school students will help
distnhute the toys, he
added.
The police have worked
with the Marines in the
"Toys for Tots" campaign
in the past, but interest in
that
program
declined.
Capt. Ash said Since then
the police have worked on
their own collecting toys, he
said.

PIZZA OVEN
1420 E

* Choo.t
4JF. 11 ■•._
Mom
1 Itomt

SHOP

possible
"blackmail"
purposes.
On Monday, a House
panel
heard
Hoover's
long-time
personal
secretary. Helen Candy, s.is
she
was
carrying
out
Hoover's wishes when she
destroyed all his personal
files shortly after his death
"Mr Hoover would not
have allowed them to be
used if he had been living"
she testified Monday. "1 had
my instructions "
Candy. 78, who served
with Hoover for 50 years,
denied thai llie files site
destroyed contained any
official HII business, She
also
told
Ihe
House
subcommittee
they
contained no information
on the peisonal lives of
public officials

Depaitment
will
be
collecting toys for needy
children now through Dec.
17 at police headquarters.
City Hall.
According to (apt.Galen
Ash. the toys will be
distributed Dec. 20
to
needy children throughout
Wood County, ("apt. Ash
said that two large boxes
have been filled everyday
since the drive began Nov.

Copy:

HE SAID HE decided to
testify because the Justice
Depaitment failed to fulfill
promises to him of money
and a lifetime government
job.
Meanwhile.
John
Frlichman. a top aide to
resigned President Richard
Nixon, said in a deposition

* SUES

SIGMA NU

DELTA ZETA
OFFICERS

Local policemen
to collect toys
The Bowling Green Police

Stevens nomination

*
*

committees, the Ford measure would not apply to other
cities.
The bill faces a filibuster by Sen. James Allen. (D-Ala ),
!>ut backers in the Senate say they have the 60 votes needed
to stop the filibuster.

He's elevated insurance to a fine art with his skill in
counseling and ability to help build family security.

The Burlington Socks/Adler
Wardrobe of Knee Hi's
for your Wardrobe of Fashions

We're proud to recommend his as a man well
qualified to analyze your insurance needs and provide
valuable counsel.

Now. (thei-he* you *ta> thon flippy thirts. >een». or lihe th« elastic*,
loo* of tailored pantunU and txg ca'digan loppert with deeply
pleafed ahiris we nave (tie techs 10 fit your laslea All m a gamut
o< faouioua leKturee. pattern* and co*o<« The argyle* piatda
opaquM and cables you tee here are |uat a traction of the veniona
and venations we «# reedy to show you They come m blende o'
orton end wretch nylon end m a variety of weights. So come on in
and pic* up a pan o' more

During your Christmas break call or drop in our
Cleveland office and let's discuss fitting our career
development program into your future.

Powder Puff
5 25 Ridge St.

DAVID VV STETlEH. CLU
1515 TERMINAL rOWEB

PROVIDENT
MUTUAL
LIFE INSU"ANC( COM«»NV
OF PHILADELPHIA

CLEVELAND OHIO

216 *Si 1900

4«! 13
Horn, onici OKI Mortoi St on*. P. ISIO"
Suh'0'1"" rSovtoO' M«niM«vfiI CorrWf
Prrwoof S4K1 Company

details
on the
Army ROTC
at Bowling
Green State University contact Captain Thomas
O. Whipple at 372-2477 or stop in at the
Military Science Department in Memorial Hall

Griffin cops second Heisman
NEW YORK (AP) - Archie Griffin, Ohio Stale's small
and powerful record-smashing tailback, became the first
collegiate Toot ball player in history yesterday to win the
coveted Heisman Trophy twice.
The award, symbolic of the sport's best player in any
given year, was given to Griffin yesterday by the
Downtown Athletic Club in recognition of his unequalled
accomplishments-over 5.000 yards rushing in a career and
Jl consecutive games in which lie gained 100 yards or
more.
GRIFFIN HAD two and one-hall limes as many first
place votes as any other player
Running backs Chuck Muncic of California and Ricky
Bell of Southern California were second and third,
respectively.
Pittsburgh tailback Tony Dorset! was lourlh and
Oklahoma running back Joe Washington, ihird lasl year,
was fifth in the balloting by 888 sports writers and
broadcasters.
Behind Washington were running back Jimmy DuBose of
Florida, quarterback John Sciarra of UCLA, tailback
Gordon Bell of Michigan, defensive tackle Leroy Sclmon of
Oklahoma and quarterback Gene Swick of Toledo, who was
10th.
Out of the 888 electors. Griffin had 454 first place votes.

Muncie 2nd, Swick 10th
167 for second and 104 for third for 1.800 points on a
3-2-1 counting basis.
MUNCIE HAD 143 first-place votes. 104 for second and
87 for third for 730 points.
In winning third place. Bell got 70 first place votes. 69
seconds and 160 thirds for a total of 708 points.
Gt,iffin carried four of the five sections of the
country-East, South. Midwest and Southwest-and finished
second to Muncic in the Far West.
The Heisman sponsors only listed the top 14 vote getters.
Defensive and Lcroy Cook of Alabama was I l'h.
followed by defensive tackle Steve Nichaus of Notre Dame.
quarterback Jeff Grant/ of South Carolina and quarterack
Nolan Cromwell of Kansas.
GRIFFIN'S COACH, Woody Hayes, escorted him to the
announcement and stood beside him as the young tailback
answered questions at a news conference.
"This second time is really a greater feeling." Griffin
said. "I've been more enthusiastic about it."
As he did last year. Griffin said the award was won by his
team, not by one player.

"The other players fretted and stewed more than Arch
about the Heisman and about 100 yards every game." said
Hayes.
"He epitomizes everything you want in an athlete. He
has peal ability and great courage." the Ohio Slate coach
said. "He's the best leader we've ever had. I've never seen a
fellow who engenders respect in other players the way he
does. You don't fool your peers."
THE FOURTH OF seven football-playing sons of-James
and Margaret Griffin of Columbus, the 5-9. 192-pound
tailback won the Heisman for the second consecutive year,
succeeding where four players before him had failed.
In 1974. Griffin became Ihe fifth junior to win the honor
•in the 41-year history of the Heisman.
The previous four-Army's Doc Blanchard in 1945.
Southern Methodist's Doak Walker in 1948. Ohio State's
Vic Janowicz in 1950 and Navy's Roger Staubach in
1963-failed to repeat. Walker was ill part of his senior year,
and asked not to be considered.
Griffin finished his stoiied four-year career at Ohi Slate

with 5.177 rushing yards, the most ever gained by a major
college player.
The all-time record of 5,297 yards was set by Howard
Stevens, who played two years ai college division school
Randolph-Macon before transfering to Louisville for his
final two years.
IN 1974, in handily defeating Sourthern California's
Anthony Davis for the Heisman. Griffin led ihe nation in
rushing with 1.620 yards in 236 carries.
This season his record was not that outstanding, but it
was certainly among the best. And that, combined with the
publicity ilur was surrounding his every move, made
Griffin the first second-lime winner.
Griffin pushed his record string of games with over 100
yards rushing to 31 before he was held to 46 yards in the
season finale at Michigan.
However, the Buckeyes are topranked in the nation and
seem certain to win the national championship if they,
defeat L'CLA in the Rose Bowl
t
GRIFFIN HAS maintained throughout the past two
years that winning the national title was more improtant
than any individual award.
Griffin finished 1975 with 1.327 yards in 245 rushes, an'
average of 5.5 yards a carry. His yardage was the sixth
highest in the nation, and his average per game of 123 4
yards was seventh best.

Hoopsters entertain Wittenberg

Hipsher earns starting spot
By Dick Rees
Sports Editor
The long wait is over Din Hipsher finally is
getting his chance.
The 6-5 junior forward,
recruited three years ago
with high expectations, will
be in the starting lineup
tonight when the Bowling
Green
basketball
squad
makes its 1975-76 season
debut against Wittenberg al
Anderson Arena.
Tip-off is slated for 7:30
p.m. as the two schools
tangle for the first time in
nine years. The Falcon

junior varsity will match
hoops wild Frisch'sat 5:15
p.m.
FOR
HIPSHER
the
starting call will only be the
second of his BG career But
this lime, it appears thai he
could become a fixture
along the Falcon fionl line
And after serving a
Iwo-ycai
apprenticeship
behind the likes of Hiun
Scanian. Cornelius Cash.
Mark Cartwiight and Skip
Howard. Hipsher is more
than ready -■ and eager - to
step inlo the prominent
role.

"It feels good (to start)."
said Hipsher, whose only
other start came in last
year's 83-73 loss at Central
Michigan. "I've got my
juniper going and I've been
playing hard defense, and I
guess lhat's what it takes."
Playing steady is the main
thing Hipsher has learned
while watching from the
bench lor two seasons.
"THAT'S WHAT I've got
to do." he said. "Sitting and
watching lias shown me the
need for consistency. The
lasl two years, we've had
guys who were up and
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BG begins Canadian
segment of schedule
By Din GiiTieJd
Assistant Sports Editor
The Falcon hockey squad
begins this weekend what
annually is known as Ihe
"Canadian Connection" of
its schedule.
Last year il was a paii of
tilts with Western Ontario, a
bout
with
Sir George
Williams, double trouble
with York and two laughers
with McMaster.
BG's engagements with
its northern neighbors have
not been pleasant
ones.
Fists are usually the must
prevalent item in the air
next
to
pucks
and
unidentified flying sticks.
DESPITE
usually
hot-tempers
both
the
Falcons and then Canadian
buddies get down to sonic
fine hockey and a lot of
«0>ls are scored. The two
McMaster tests last year,
though, turned out to be

shooting practice for the BG
icers.
The
Falcons
devastated the Marlins. 14-0
and 12-4 respectively.
Combined with a pair of
Western Ontario victories
and a 0-3 triumph over Sir
George Williams in the RPI
tournament, the Falcons
were ready to make a
Canadian sweep. A 6-2 loss,
howevei. lo work in laic
January pievenicd such a
sweep
But
this
ycai
the
Canadian competition is
scarcei The Falcons only
have scheduled single road
matches
with
Western
Ontario
anJ
Toronto
University
and
this
weekend's
two
home
contests
with
Wilfrid
Lauricr. formerly known as
Waterloo Lutheran.
BG coach Ron Mason
thinks of Wilfrid Laurier as
another McMaster.

Rifle club third
The Bowling Green rifle
club finished thud in the
Lake Erie Rifle Conference
tournament held recently at
the University of Akron.
Bowling Green's score of
2,555 was only 36 points
less
than
winning
Youngstown State's total of
2,591. Case Western Reserve
placed second.
MIAMI, Dayton, John
Carroll
and
Edinboro
College also participated in

the tournament, one of four
that determines the league
championship.
After two tournaments
Ihe Falcons rifle club is in
third
place.
The next
tourney is set for Feb. 6-7
at ihe University of Dayton.
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MASON, who is looking
forward lo llus scries along
with
the
(wo
road
encounters
at
Western
Onlano and Toronto, said
these games aie important
to the recruiting program.
Since the bulk of the
squad is based on talent in
southern Ontario, playing
and beating these Canadian
teams are of top priority.
Because the rules are
different
for
Canadian
teams (a ied line icing IUIC
and nil side passes between
the blue lines) it makes it
difficult to adjust
"They (Canadians) have
trouble whenever ihey come
here lo play, but it's harder
lot us going up there,"
Mason said referring lo the
different rules. "The best
way to beat them is to take
advantage
of ' mistakes.
We've got to do that."

•••
SOPHOMORE
center
Mike llaitman still leads the
Falcons in scoring with a
hla/ing II goals and 10
assists for 21 points.
Tom bsper (6-6) and
John Mavity (5-7) rank
second in scoring with 12
points
apiece.
while
defenteman
Kevin
McDonald is fourth with 10
points (0-10). Four other
Falcons are lied for fifth
with nine points each.

down. I think if everyone is
consistent, we can be a
tough ball club."
Hipsher said being in
contention for a starting
berth has changed his
mental outlook.
"I feel a lot more loose,
more
confident,"
he
explained.
"With
June
(Cash) and (hem gone, 1 feel
I have to be more of a
leadci also. I'm a lot more
menially ready (o go this
year."
The remainder of the
Falcon squad is also ready
to go and head coach Pat
Haley has named Ron
Haminye. Norvain Morgan.
Chuckle James and Tommy
Harris lo start tonight along
with Hipsher.
11 ;i m in y e .
a
6-9
sophomore, averaged 5.9
points and 4.9 rebounds pei
game lasl year after cracking
the starting five midway
through the year
MORGAN.
A
6-5
sophomore forward, saw
little vaisity action a year
ago. but. like Hipsher. will
be counted on to play an
Important role this winter.
Harris and James are
junior college transfers who
will make their Anderson
Arena
inaugurations with
impiessive credentials.
Harris, a junior, comes
from
Vincenncs
Junior

College, while James, a 6-4
sophomore, averaged
15
points per game last year for
a
top-notch
JC
club.
Arizona Western. He likes to
launch
his
high-arching
jumper from the corners
and is an agile and smart
performer.
Senior captain
Andre
Richardson is still fighting
the ill effects of a knee
injury but is slated for
action tonight.
Also set for sub duty arc
senior John Arnold and
sophomore
guard
Greg
Kampe. who just reported
last week after football.
"The
starting
lineup
means nolhing," Haley aid
yesterday. "We'll play eiglil
guys, so we really have eight
starters."
TONIGHTS opponenl.
although an NCAA Division
III school, will bring a
winning
tradition
that
includes an average of 19
wins in each of the last 19
years.
In those 19 years, the
Tigers have won 11 Ohio
Conference championships
and
eight
conference
tounament titles.
Coach Bob Hamilton's
quintet will be led by guards
Tom
Dunn
and
Skip
Freeman, the only returning
starters from last year's 20-8
team.

\fOf f ©f"

No longer a little-used sub, forward Dan Hipsher (34) finds
himself in a starting position on the Falcon hoop squad this
""' °-5 junior averaged lev than one point per game lasl
year, but will undoubtedly improve that mark this year.
(Newsphoto by Lance Wynn)
5eason

Selmons top ail-American squad
NEW
YORK
(AP)--Oklahoma's
devastating
Selmon
brothers, Leroy and Dcwey,
completed a family sweep
when they were named lo
The Associated Press 1975
college
football
a!l-Amcrican team Monday
along with four repeaters,
led by Ohio State's Archie
Griffin.
Leroy
Selmon
is
a
256-pound defensive tackle
while Dewey is a 257-pound

JV's lose
The Falcon junior varsity
basketball team dropped its
season opener Monday night
to Owens Technical College,
106-72.
Freshman
Clarence
Jackson
paced
Bowling
Green's yearlings with 26
points in the losing effort.
The JVs will go after
their first win tonight when
they take on Frisch's, a
local amateur team, at 5:15
p.m. in Anderson Arena.
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nose guard. Their older
brother Lucious was named
to the 1973 all-American
team.
The Selmon brothers are
joined on the 1975 squad
by teammate Jimbo Elrod. a
defensive
end.
giving
Oklahoma three positions
on the defensive front five.
BESIDES
tailback
Griffin,
major
college
football's first 5,000-yard
ground-gainer and two-time
Heisman Trophy winner,
other repeaters from the
1974 ail-American team are
center Rik Bonness of
Nebraska, defensive end
Leroy Cook of Alabama and
defensive back Pat Thomas
of Texas A&M.
Joining Griffin in the

all-Anieiican hackfield are a
triti of West Coast playets.
They aie quaiteihack
John
Sciarra. who led
UCLA lo its first Rose Bowl
in 10 years; running back
Ricky Bell of Southern
California, who lopped the
nation with 1.875 yards and
fell just six short of the
major college single-season
record, and running Chuck
Muncie. who broke every
school rushing, all-purpose
running and scoring mark in
leading California lo a share
of the Pacific-8 Conference
crown.
THE TIGHT end is Mike
Barber of Louisiana Tech.
who
made
the
Little
all-American team a year
ago when his school was a

LAW SCHOOL
is difficult to gat into. The Law School Admissions Ttst
is one of the molt crucial factors determining one's
acceptance to or rejection from law school. A good
score on the LSAT is a must!
Wa offer you the opportunity to take part in two fulf
days of systematic analysis of all phases of the LSAT.
Increase your w>re by participating in this comprehensive preparation.
For information, write or call now.

1
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Cincinnati, Ohio 45246
' (613)772 1110

member of the NCAA's
College Division.
The test of the offensive
line consists of wide receiver
Larry Seivers of Tennessee,
tackles Mark Koncar of
Colorado and Bob Simmons
of Texas and guards Randy
Johnson of Georgia and Ted
Smith of Ohio State.
Joining the
Selmons.
Elrod and Cook on Ihe
defensive front five is the
biggest
member of the

all-American
team.
6-5. ■
270-pound
lackle Steve
Niehaus of Noire Dame.
\
THE LINEBACKERS are
Greg Buttle of Pcnn Stall.
Sammy Green of Honda',
and Ed Simonim of Texas
A&M's
No.
I ranked .
defensive unit.
The
defensive
backs ,
besides Thomas are Mike
Haynes of Arizona State and Chel Mueller of Navy.
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